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fig 1 0 my father was given several settings during brigham youngs lifetime
none of which are in use now here the poem is set to the tune brigham young
preferred stephen fosters gentle annie 1856



0 my father the musical settings
saints sang this hymn to musical settings rangingrangingfromfrom a stephen
foster tune to a melodymelodyplayedplayed by a nephite in a dream but even-
tually they canonized a tunetuntunefromtromfromefrom the genre of gospel hymns

michael hicks

0 my father began public life as a poem on the back page
of an obscure newspaper it is now a lilting pastoral hymn in-
stantly recognizable throughout the world sung in dozens of lan-
guages by millions of people the transformation was convoluted
latter day saints always wanted to sing eliza R snows poem but
as they sought for the best way to do so they found a bewildering
set of options all complicated by inconsistencies of publication
competing musical tastes visionary experiences political happen-
stance and quirks in snows text itself

in tracing the history of 0 my father we should begin with
the obvious question did eliza R snow intend it to be sung As first
published in 1845 0 my father then under the title my father
in heaven was clearly labeled as poetry not as a hymn 1 but poetry
and song lyrics were virtually interchangeable in early mormon-
dom a great deal of verse was published under the heading of
poetry with a notation of the tune to which it should be sung

so even if snow did not originally intend her poem to be sung she
probably knew that it would be practically speaking the saints
needed hymns to fill their meetings not poems to fire their private
meditations they had an abundance of new revelations to do
that they craved hymn texts like 0 my father short didactic
distinctively mormon and strict in the number of syllables per
line so it was not surprising that six years after its publication as a
poem 0 my father entered the LDS hymnbook

at that time the hymnbook contained no music only words
and metrical designations which enabled singers to match texts to
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existing tunes of the same meter this situation posed a problem
for 0 my father superficially as a hymn text the poem would
have the meter known as 8787 double such a hymn would nor-
mally feature a trochaic meter the long short pattern of accents
that appears in some lines of 0 my father

u u u I1u
truth is reason truth eternal

but most of the lines in snows poem seem to begin not with a
long short pair of syllables but with two short unaccented sylla-
bles as in this line

u u u u u
in thy holy habitation

moreover the scan of some lines is ambiguous for example one
can debate which way the following line should be scanned

u u u u
was I1 nurtured near thy side

or
u u u

was I1 nurtured near thy side

the variability of accents at the beginning of lines made the text dif-
ficult to match with a typical trochaic tune insignificant words
such as in would sometimes receive undue emphasis moreover

the changeability of accents from verse to verse made it hard to find
a tune that would work for all verses and hymns were always sung
strophically that is with the same music for every verse

so on one hand the text was irresistible it virtually had to be
sung on the other hand it was nearly impossible to find a tune to
which 0 my father could be comfortably sung the difficulty
of finding a suitable tune together with the imperative to do so
drove a parade of musical settings for 0 my father through the
nineteenth century church

one of the earliest musical settings of 0 my father was
stephen fosters 1856 parlor song gentle annieannleannie2anniea1 I although the
tune was far from hymnlike and one had to fudge it a little to
make snows text fit this setting was apt see fig 1I 3 the tune
was gently plaintive enhancing the spirit of the words and the
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opening of the lines in gentle annie contained ambiguities of
accent similar to those in snows poem 4 As early as 1855 the
deseret news observed that 0 my father was brigham youngs
favorite hymn which ensured that it would be sung often 5

according to heber J grant gentle annie was the tune that
president young came to prefer a point confirmed by augusta
joyce crocheron who wrote

I1 once heard pres brigham young in the st george temple desig-
nate his preference thus will the parowancarowan choir please sing 0 my
father to that sweet gentle air I1 love so well the air was gentle
annie a strange choice it sounded but the effect proved the cor-
rectnessrectness of his taste 6

nevertheless during the pioneer period 0 my father was
more commonly sung to a melody completely different in spirit a

bouncy martial tune known as harwell see fig 2 7 this tune was
far easier to sing than gentle annie three of the four phrases of
harwell were identical to one another and if the music seemed at

odds with the poems contemplative tone harwell was nonethe-
less catchy and memorable something like a bugle call traits that
suited it to congregational singing eliza snow apparently did not
object in 1880 as the editor of the primarysPrimarys tune book snow
included 0 my father set to the tune of harwell 5181188

in 1857 the first setting composed by a latter day saint ap-
peared for his latter day saintspsalmodysaints psalmody british convert john
tullidge composed settings of thirty seven hymns for keyboard and
choir his setting of 0 my father see fig 39 is relatively elabo-
rate with a somewhat disjunct opening line and near the end of
the hymn alternations between three and four part textures how-
ever noble the effort tullidgesTullidges psalmody never sold enough copies
to make this setting known widely

in 1863 the well respected music teacher david calder pub-
lished a unique setting of 0 my father this one primarily for the
use of youth choirs throughout utah 10 notated in the curious
tonic solfasol fa system this version features dynamic markings and

fermatasdermatasfermatas to ensure that choirs render it with the proper expression
see fig 4 11 it also turns the first two lines of the poem into a

chorus to be sung at the end of each verse a chorus in which the
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fig 4 A page from david calders tonic solfasol fa singing manual that
calder used for teaching music to hundreds of utah children in the early
1860s the unusual notation purported to be an improvement on tradi-
tional notation this setting of 0 my father is of unknown origin and
appears in no other LDS publication
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closing words behold thy face are to be sung three times this
setting may have been calders own it is unattributed but appears
in no other known publication

throughout the 1860s and 1870s gentle annie harwell
and the tonic solfasol fa setting all had some claim to official sta-
tus gentle annie was the favorite of the prophet harwell was
the favorite of the people and the tonic solfasol fa tune was the one
being taught to hundreds of children in calders singing schools
which themselves were endorsed throughout the territory by
brigham young 12 but the year of youngs death 1877 ushered in a
new era of 0 my father settings

at youngs funeral popular choir director C J thomas led
the union glee club in singing youngs favorite hymn to a fittingly
solemn tune the austrian hymn composed by franz josef haydn
see fig 5 13 while this tune suited the spirit of the funeral it

served the words poorly giving heavy downbeat accentuation to
words like in and and nevertheless this setting became some-
what official at least among the youth of the church by its
inclusion in the improvement association song book 1887 14

in the same month as youngs funeral tabernacle choir direc-
tor george careless published his own new version of 0 my father
it was a nonstrophicnonstrophic anthem comprising only two verses a solo
and duet on the first verse and full choir on the second see fig 6 15

by having different music for each verse careless not only could
distribute the textual accents differently but could subtly drama-
tize the words although a version such as this may have attracted
choir directors in search of new material the setting weakened the
text 0 my father badly needed its latter two verses the one
declaring the existence of a heavenly mother the other asking for
the poet to return after death to both heavenly parents

the deseret sunday school union soon published two fresh
settings one for congregations the other for choirs in 1879 they
issued the jaunty new 0 my father written by a young welsh
emigrant evan stephens see fig 7 similar to harwell in char-
acter it was considerably harder to sing but it had the social virtue
of being composed by a latter day saint not only did this version
appear in the sunday school magazine the juvenile instructor 16

but it was also issued on the official sunday school music cards 17
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fig 5 0 my father set to the tune of haydnshayans austrian hymn
this setting was sung at brigham youngs funeral 1877 and was
included in the improvement association song book 1887 and
deseret sunday school songs 1909 from which this page is taken
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five years later the instructor published a markedly different set-
ting by LDS composer A C smyth see fig 8 18 designed for a
choir to sing his 0 my father was slow and sturdy its phrases
shaped by detailed dynamic markings this setting was probably
little used although under ebeneezer beesleysBeesleys direction the
tabernacle choir copied it into their choirbookschoirbooks 19

perhaps the most curious setting of 0 my father to appear
during these years was thomas durhams so called nephite
lamentation curious at least in its origins A longtime choir
director in parowancarowanParowan utah durham claimed the tune came to him
in a dream about the aftermath of the great battle at the hill
cumorah in that dream a nephite survivor played the tune on a

horn as a lament according to durham he missed the two high
notes in the latter part of the tune but I1 seemed to know what he
was trying to get 20 the nephite played the tune twice and
durham awoke and wrote it down he soon began to use it as a set-
ting for 0 my father it gained renown in utah not only for its
heavenly origins but also for the graceful way that it handled the
text the beginning of each line consists of a lilting three note fig-
ure that suits either a long short or short short pair of syllables
with relative ease see fig 9 2111

although evan stephenss 0 my father was probably little
sung it became the only version of 0 my father to appear in
the first official LDS hymnbook for sacrament meetings the latter
day saintspsalmodysaints psalmody 1889 republished regularly until 1927 2212

stephens was a member of the five man committee who com-
piled the psalmody a committee that included george careless
and ebenezer beesley who probably would have preferred other
settings stephenss setting however had two advantages it had
the imprimatur of the sunday school and stephens had person-
ally taught it to thousands of children enrolled in his music
classes and choruses 2313

two funerals in 1893 brought new settings of 0 my father
to the saints attention one setting never caught on the other
proceeded to eclipse every previous one and become the standard
throughout the world

for the funeral of his first wife lucy heber J grant asked
that a mixed quartet sing 0 my father to a tune from the first act
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which this page and the next are taken
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of friedrich von flotowsFlotows opera martha see fig 10 in 1908 the
deseret evening news claimed that snows text beautifully fitted
the martha tune 2414 in 1913 the improvement era published 0
my father in that form the following year president grant indi-
rectly promoted the von flotow setting in his article favorite

112525 As late in stories latter sainthymnshymns25 as 1939 of day hymns
george pyper extolled the effectiveness of this setting 26 but the
melody was so plain and unsubtle in its handling of the textual
accents that few would have been drawn to use it especially given
the enormous popularity of another 1893 setting

by the 1890s gospel hymns had become the favorite sacred
music among christians in the united states such hymns
descended from the old camp meeting and revival songs they
used dancelike rhythms immediate repetitions of pitches and
infectious verse chorus designs to make them instantly memo-
rable one popular gospel hymn was my redeemer 1877 by
james mcgranahan it featured a simple swaying melody with
male responsories in the chorus see fig 11 2717 in 1893 at a funeral
in logan utah robert easton sang the words of 0 my father to
the tune of my redeemer 28 the joining of the two produced
something akin to the nephite lamentation setting but even
more meditative the slow constant repetition of individual
pitches or small groups of pitch gave this 0 my father an almost
hypnotic quality it had never before found see fig 12

easton was a tenor soloist with the tabernacle choir whose
director evan stephens was always looking for ways to showcase
the skills of his soloists stephens decided to have easton and the
choir sing an arrangement of 0 my father to the tune of my

redeemer at the salt lake temple dedication services in april
1893 29 there an estimated audience of 50000 people heard the
arrangement the consensus was almost instantaneous here was
an excellent setting one that was in an up to date style and served
the text well buoyed by the success of the arrangement the choir
took it on their midwestern tour that summer their first major
foray outside the rocky mountain region apparently using it to
introduce mormon doctrine to the general public 30

the my redeemer tune spread rapidly throughout the
church the tabernacle choir sang it virtually everywhere they
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fig 10 0 my father set to a tune from act I1 of friedrich
von flotowsFlotows opera manthamarthamarrha for the funeral of his first wife
1893 heberheberjheberdJ grant asked a quartet to sing 0 my father

to this music one of the members of that quartet george
pyper extolled the effectiveness of this setting in his hymn-
book companion stories ofoflatterlatter day saint hymns 1939
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fig 11 james mcgranahansMcGranahans protestant gospel hymn my redeemer
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fig 12 0 my father to the tune of mcgranahansMcGranahans my redeemer this
music was first joined to 0 my father by tenor soloist robert easton at
a funeral in 1893 the resultant setting of 0 my father would quickly
become the most popular one in the church and the only one that now
appears in all LDS hymnbookshymnbooks the setting appears here in the arrange-
ment included with john hafenschafens illustrations in a 1909 pamphlet version
of eliza R snows text see the article by dawn pheysey in this issue
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appeared in 1895 the church magazine the contributor pub-
lished it 31 in 1899 this treatment of 0 my father showed up in
a new edition of the sunday school hymnal and in LDS hymn
books for non english speaking saints 3212 the popularity of the
new setting dismayed evan stephens who in that same year pub-
licly repented of ever having used the my redeemer tune
which he called the eastern tune 1733113333 he thought that it was in
poor taste to link a text so sublime to a gospel hymn music he
considered the equivalent of cheeseclothcheese cloth and he believed
strongly that LDS composers should set LDS texts their settings
he insisted should bespeak optimism as his 0 my father
did rather than gloomy solemnity 1134113134

but the popularity of the my redeemer tune could not be
quelled by stephenss opinions in 1908 the mission presidents of
the church jointly published a new hymnal in english the songs

of zion it contained only one tune for 0 my father my
redeemer 3531 the following year the sunday school completely
revamped its songbook the new edition deseret sunday school
songs omitted stephenss setting altogether and included two
other settings instead my redeemer and the austrian hymn 113636

meanwhile the tabernacle choir made its first commercial
recordings among the four songs it recorded in 1908 was 0 my
father in the arrangement that had become so popular this
recording suggests why the choirs performances of this setting
may have been so appealing to the tastes of the era 37 the whole
tenor section not a soloist sings the melody at a ponderous
tempo so slow that the nearly four minute recording can con-
tain only two verses the first and last and the entire choir
sings with scooping portamentoportamentiportamenti that virtually overwhelm the lis-
tener with heartfelt sentiment

in the 1920s after stepping down as tabernacle choir director
stephens continued to oppose the my redeemer setting that he
had popularized when victor recordings asked to record the song
for a collection of mormon hymns in 1923 stephens made the case
to the church music committee that to use the my redeemer tune
would be illegal on copyright grounds 3831 but the recording was stillstiffstinn

made it features the trinity mixed quartet performing verses 1133
and 4 of 0 my father 3919 As a member of the same committee
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stephens also voted to produce a new hymnbook to replace the
psalmody the only book in the church that still included his old
setting of 0 my father for the new hymnal latter day saint
hymns 1927 stephens composed yet another setting of 0 my
father this one even more bombastic than his previous one see
fig 13 the my redeemer setting also appeared in this hymn-
book a comfortable 361 pages away from stephenss not in the
form of a congregational hymn but in stephenss tabernacle
choir arrangement 40

however with stephens no longer in charge the tabernacle
choir continued to sing the my redeemer setting for concerts
and national radio broadcasts most listeners adored it 0 my
father became one of the choirs most requested songs 41 still not
everyone admired it at a concert in san francisco in response to a
request from president J reuben clark the tabernacle choir sang
all four verses of 0 my father As director spencer cornwall
recalls the local newspaper said we liked all the numbers except
the interminable 0 my father 42 and even the churchschurche presi-
dent heberjheberd grant was quoted as saying that the my redeemer
tune is not majestic enough for 0 my father it is too senti-
mental he is quoted as saying and its too secular 43

in 1944 the first presidency under grants direction directed
the church music committee to consolidate the three principal
church songbookssongbooks in english songs of zion deseret sunday
school songs and latter day saint hymns into one new volume
all three of those books had included the my redeemer setting
but each of the latter two contained an additional setting the aus-
trian hymn version and stephenss second setting respectively
although the committee was not yet ready to make mcgranahansMcGranahans
tune the only official one for 0 my father they voted to remove
both of the others no one sang stephenss setting and having
died in 1930 he could not argue for its inclusion the austrian
hymn had become unusable because of its association with nazi
germany as deutschlanddeutschlandeDeutschland ilbertiber alles it had become the veritable
theme song of the third reich so the new consolidated hymn-
book hymns church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter day saints 1948
included the my redeemer setting which it subtitled familiar
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fig 13 evan stephenss second setting of 0 my father as printed
in 1927
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tune and harwell which after all president grant had pre-
ferred to the other settings 44

by the 1970s my redeemer was the only setting of 0 my

father in most international hymnbookshymnbooks of the church but in
1974 a new committee was appointed to consider revising the
current english language hymnbook and to make the others con-
form to it the committee considered both of the then current
tunes for 0 my father and wrote comments of the venerable
harwell it said this setting has not caught on with the saints

the music might make a good priesthood hymn of the my

redeemer tune the committee wrote of course this must
stay 4541 although the hymnbook revision was shelved until the
1980s subsequent committees concurred with the earlier recom-
mendationmendation and voted to make my redeemer the only tune for
0 my father in all LIDSLDS hymnbookshymnbooks

more or less this setting of 0 my father has been canonized
and in the canonization one can leamlearn something of the values that
shape the mormon musical experience first mormonscormons prize famil-
iarity and ease of expression above sophistication and complexity
in book of mormon terms they delight in plainness 2 ne 313
my redeemer has endured not necessarily because it is the best

setting according to some aesthetic criterion but because it works
the best as a setting that people can sing second when necessary
latter day saints feel free to import plainness from other churches
even though the pioneer virtue of self reliance infuses mormon life

members of the church happily adopt from others whatever serves
their particular religious needs third sacred music within cer-
tain limits cannot be dictated to the latter day saints but must be
embraced by them the efforts of certain church musicians
notwithstanding mormonscormons at large reject any setting but the one
they find most pleasing they will sing only music that wins their
hearts the canonization of the tune for 0 my father also demon-
strates something about the processes of history itself how as
time unfolds the seemingly coincidental can lead to aptness the
serendipitous become the inevitable

michael flickshicks is professor of music at brigham young university the author
thanks jill mulvay derr and maureen ursenbach beecher for directing him to
some of the sources in this article
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NOTES

ilzaellzaeilzalizaeliza R snow my father in heaven times and seasons 6 november
151845103915 1845 1039

seeee heberjheberd grant Tavofavoritetavofitenitefite hymns improvementimprovementera eraefa 17 june 1914 777
gentle3gentlegentie annie golden wreath rev ed boston oliver ditson 1857 57

the first verse of fosters text is

thou wilt come no more gentle annie
like a floarflowr thy spirit did impart
thou art gone alas like the many
that have bloomed in the summer of my heart golden wreath 57

deseret news june 20 18551855 120
grant favorite hymns 777 augusta joyce crocheron representative

women of deseret A book of biographical sketches salt lake city J C gra-
ham 1884 2

7heberjheberjheberd grant b 1856 recalled that in his childhood days it was always
sung to this tune favorite hymns 777 the deseret evening news reported
in 1908 that during the early pioneer days and up to a few years since 0 my
father has been most generally linked with the tune known as harwell the
origin of some famous hymns deseret evening news december 19 1908 art
section 7 the tune had first appeared in lowell mason carmina sacra new
york mason brothers 1841 218 according to bruce david maxwell source
book for hymns 1950 copy of unpublished typescript 51 archives division
historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city hereafter cited as LDS church archives

ilzaellzaeilzalizaeliza R snow tune bookforbook for the primary associations of the children of
zion salt lake city juvenile instuctorinstructor office 1880 45 LDS church archives

john Tultuitullidgefidge ibethe latter day saintspsalmodysaints psalmody liverpool S W richards
185711857 13 LDS church archives

10 10singingsinging lessons on the tonic solfasol fa method salt lake city deseret
newsnewsprintprint 1863 10 11

on the tonic solfasol fa system see stanley sadie ed tonic solfasol fa the
new grove dictionary of music and musicians 20 vols london macmillan
198019611980 1961 65

12see michael hicks mormonism and music A history urbana univer-
sity of illinois press 1989 48 49

13seesee minutes of the union glee club 187618791876 1879 holograph LDS church
archives

14the improvement association song book salt lake city juvenile
instructor office 1887 77

15 utah musical times 2 august 1 1877 69 70
1fuvenilejuvenile instructor 4 january 15 1879 24

17forfor more information about the sunday school cards see hicks mor-
monism and music 118 stephenss 0 my father appeared on the twenty
fourth card the last one

juvenile instructor 19 december 1 1884 368 coincidentally smyth
had been the editor of the improvement association song book which used the
austrian hymn setting of 0 my father
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19seesee the bass part book 1878 70 ebenezer beesley papers special col-
lections and manuscripts harold B lee library brigham young university
provo utah hereafter cited as BYU archives beesley however also consid-
ered using yet another setting of 0 my father a choral arrangement of the
song see the leaves around Us falling see his marked copy ofofjofaJ R thomas
thomasybomassacredsacred music new york wm A pond 1866 404140440 4411 beesley papers
BYU archives

20thomas durham quoted in some of our composers juvenile instruc-
tor 37 july 15 1902 431451

relief society magazine 6 june 1919 37072370 72
22 revelation22revelation latter day saintspsalmodysaints psalmody salt lake city deseret news

188922331889 233253
23 on stephenss musical work with children see ray L bergman tuethe chil-

dren sang the life and music ofodevanofevaneuanevan stephens with the mormon tabernacle
choir salt lake city northwest publishing 1992 79 100

24 origin of some famous hymns 7
25100 O my father improvement era 16 october 1913 1224251224 25 grant

favorite hymns 777 ironically a better known tune from von flotowsFlotows opera
the last rose of summer fits snows text far better capturing the same flavor

as gentle annie
george2georgecgeorge D pyper stories of latter day saint hymns salt lake city

deseret news 1939 7 pyper was a member of the quartet that had sung the von
flotow setting at lucy grants funeral see impressive services deseret
evening news january 6 1893 8

27mymy redeemer gospel hymns new york biglow and main 1894 577
21pyper21pyper stories of latter day saint hymns 7
29pyper29pyper stories of latter day saint hymns 7
31seesee cornwall A century of singing the salt lake mormon tabernacle

choir salt lake city deseret book 1958 66
31 contributor 16 february 1895 263 64
32 see for example hamneshymnes a fusareiusagefusage des branches FranfrancisesfrancoisesfranaisesFrancoiaisesses de legliseieglise

dejususdejjsusde fesusjesus caristchristcbrist des saints des derniersjoursdegiersdemiers jours bernebeme bureau de la mission suisse
1899 which contains both the harwell and my redeemer settings

33thomas C griggs diary february 16 1899 holograph LDS church
archives

34the reference to cheesecloth comes from griggs diary october 242419011901
at choir practice tonight stephens warned us of the growing taste for wisheybishey

washy sic cheeseclothcheese cloth style of music such as the moody sankey class for
stephenss related views see evan stephens songs and music of the latter day
saints improvement era 17 june 1914 760 765

35the songs of zion chicago northern states mission the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1908 83

deseret sunday school songs salt lake city deseret sunday school
union 1909 83 181811

3737trinitytrinity mixed quartet recordings 1924 LDSIDSins church archives
31 church music committee minutes september 6 1923 IDSLDS church

archives
39tabernacle choir early recordings tapes in authors possession
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iolatteriatterlatter day saint hymns salt lake city deseret book 1927 34 395
in the index stephenss setting is listedfistedbistedhisted under the title 0 my father thou that
dwellestDwellest the my redeemer setting is not listed beside it but instead appears

thirteen lines away under the incorrect title oh my father
41seesee tabernacle choir requests churcochurchchurcb news august 28 1954 11 see

also cornwall century of singing 308 11
41j42 spencer cornwall oral history 1D may 3 1975 typescript of tape

recording in LDS church archives
these41these quotations are taken from a reminiscence entitled A treasured

experience by bernicebemicejBemiceJJ manwaring LDS church archives manwaring quotes
president grant as saying

the text of 0 my father is inspired but I1 have never been satis-
fied with any of the musical settings the familiar mcgranahan one is
not majestic enough it is too sentimental and its too secular the
lowell mason is better but I1 think it is too martial in spirit ive heard
it sung to other tunes but none of them are just right im hoping
that some day some fine latter day saint musician will write a
melody that is as inspired as are eliza snows words

pyper stonesstories of latter day saint hymns 7 pyper referring to the har-
well tune states this is president grants favorite

45 proposed45proposed disposition of the materials in the present hymnbook ca
1977 photocopy of manuscript in authors possession


